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Suicide 
study 
focuses on 
coûtes
Self-inflicted death is the 
second-leading cause of 
death among college stu­
dents —  after accidents
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT
Cal  Eoly and other colleges can 
attest to the tragedy of student sui­
cides.
A report by Alan Lipschitz of the 
American Foundation for Suiad 
Prevention found that suicide is ti e 
second leading cause of li 
among students — after acci
Yet, according to the stu col­
lege students do not commi 
more often than other young adults.
“It is a cause that is exceedingly 
difficult to investigate: Because few 
college students commit suicide, the 
small or otherwise limited studies 
that examine college suicide can 
suggest only some very tentative 
findings,” Lipschitz wrote. “Despite 
their limitations, some of these stud­
ies make the disturbing suggestion 
that certain student gnnip*« may have 
considerably higher rates ot suicide, 
and that suicide may be more preva-
see Suicide, page 2
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As many 
student*^ 
ha’ 
posti 
ads to 
sublease 
their 
rooms 
for the 
summer, 
they find 
that the 
supply is 
greatci' 
than tiie 
demand
for 
housing 
around 
this time 
of year.
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4 '  - Subleasing: Odds 
may not be good
I thought it would get more people interested 
in my place i f  I lowered the price. ’  ’
— SEAN RREZANOSKI
psychology f'reshiiian
Tarrah Graves
MUSTANG DAILY
Prior to fall quarter, students fran­
tically scour the housing Web sites, 
call property managers and pick up 
the rental section of newspapers, all 
looking for a place to live during the 
upcoming school year. Eiowever, 
come spring quarter, students begin 
brainstorming ways to get out of 
their summer lease agreements.
In past years students have stayed 
in San Luis Obispo to earn units at 
summer school, to complete intern­
ships or to work.This summer thiiigs
may change.
Because Cal Poly is not offering 
regular summer school classes many 
students are reevaluating their sum­
mer plans, making subleasing their 
digs a very appealing option.
Some students are finding that 
subleasing their room/apartment/ 
house is more difficult this year 
because not as many students are 
planning to stay in San Luis Obispo. 
This leaves students bound to rental 
contracts with two options — either 
compete with other students sub­
leasing their places or cough up rent 
see Subleasing, page 2
w o r d
O N  T H E
STREET
We asked: Do you
plan on subleasing 
th is summer?
“You have no  
real reason to stay 
here unless you’re 
going to work.’’
Stephan Ranco
mechanical
engineering
sophomore
“I work. I’m in 
a lease, I might 
as well stay in 
town.’’
Kyle Nau
business
sophomore
DEATH
Student’s body found 
in Stenner Glen apt.
Devin Kingdon and Brian Koser
MUSTANG DAILY
Michael Sutton Blitz, a 20-year- 
old comnuter science junior, was 
found (. ' i n  his home Monday 
after an apparent suicide.
• lousing staff at Stenner Glen 
found the deceased following a 
i\ vjiiest by Blitz’s parents to check 
on their son after he had missed a 
doctor’s appointment. Staff entered 
the residence and found Blitz had 
hanged himself. Staff members then 
contacted the San Luis Obispo 
Police Department.
No note was found at the home; 
however, “there’s no reason to believe 
that the death (was anything but) 
self-inflicted,” he said. SLOPD 
Public Information officer Rob 
Bryn added that Blitz had recently 
been under the care of a doctor but
did not know what type of care he 
w-as receiving. National statistics have 
shown a correlation between suicides 
and college students; they are often 
related to academic pressures.
“The faculty who had Mike in 
class jire extremely saddened by his 
death,” Tim Kearns, computer sci­
ence department chair, said. “His 
teachers said he was a good student 
and an active participant in class.” 
SLOPD officers arrived at the 
second floor of the complex’s build­
ing No. 3 around 9 a.m. Monday, 
Bryn said. Bryn said the suicide had 
taken place some time over the 
weekend, though no specific time of 
death has been determined.
Stenner Glen property manager 
Tim Kershner said that Blitz did not 
have any roommates.
“Mr. Blitz came up this morning
see Blitz, page 2
COURTESY PHOTO
Renowned 
writer to 
lead slam  
poetry
Nikki Giovanni will headline 
‘Another Type of Groove’ at 
Yosemite Hall on Thursday
Justin Popov
MUSTANG DAILY
World-renowned poet, author 
and activist Nikki Giovanni will 
headline this month’s “Another Type 
of Groove,” a free poetry slam taking 
place Thursday at 7 p.m. in the 
Yosemite Hall lounge.
Yolanda Cornelia “Nikki” 
Giovanni, 60, was born in Knoxville, 
Tenn. She attended Fisk University 
in 1960 and later went to graduate 
school at the University of 
Pennsylvania.
During the. 1960s, Giovanni was 
involved in the Black Arts move­
ment, a group of African-American 
intellectuals who wrote both artisti­
cally and politically radical work 
promoting black rights and racial 
equality, as highlighted in her poetry 
collections “Black Feeling,” “Black 
Talk” and “Black Judgment,” both 
published in 1968.
In her long career as an author, 
she has published many volumes of 
poetry that have confronted topics 
ranging from civil rights to life as a 
single mother. She was honored for 
her work with the NAACP Image 
Award for Literature in 1998, 2000
and 2(M)3 and has been named the 
woman of the year by numerous 
magazines, including Essence and 
Ladies Home journal.
Giovanni is currently a pmfessor 
of English at Virginia Tech 
University and recently underwent 
surgery for breast cancer.
Joining Giovanni at the poetry 
slam will be Rachel McKibbcns 
from New York, known as RAC. 
McKibbens is a member of The 
Bullhorn Collective, a group of 
about 30 very successful and highly 
ranked poets. Her poetry has been 
described as brutally honest and 
intense.
McKibbens has earned such titles 
as the Orange County Slam team’s 
2003 Grand Slam C'hampion and a 
third place overall finish in the 2004 
Individual World Poetry 
Championships.
In addition to the nationally 
known artist, local artists will be able 
to participate in the poetry slam by 
signing up for a spot in the open mic 
portion of the show.
“ ‘Another Type of Groove’ gives 
people an opportunity to speak in an
see Poet, page 2
I N S ID E
SoftbalPs guiding light
Senior leads young team through action 
IN SPORTS, page 12
Women held to higher standards
Murder trial raises equality issues 
IN OPINION, page 6
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Blitz
con tinued  from  page 1
and took all of his son’s belongings 
out,” Kershner said. He also said that 
the event is “a personal family 
tragedy,” and suggested on-campus 
counseling services for those who 
have been affected by the death.
University Police informed repre­
sentatives of Cal Poly at 1:30 p.m. 
Monday during the weekly C'are 
Team meeting, by Vice President of 
Student Affairs C'ornel Morton.
The Care Team, Martin Oragg 
said, director of Health and 
Counseling Services, said the group 
was formed to help students and 
families during emotionally troubled 
times. The group is made up of offi­
cials from Housing and Residential 
I.ife, Health and Counseling 
Services, Student Life and 
Leadership. Disability Resource 
O uter, UPl), Judicial Affairs and 
Academic Affairs.
“We have contacted Stenner Glen 
about providing counseling services 
to residents there,” Bragg said. “It’s 
also routine for us to contact faculty 
and parents about the return of fees 
and the student’s department if there 
is a need for counseling within the 
major. It’s important for people to 
know that there is help on campus, 
even if you just need someone to 
talk to.”
Blitz came to Cal Poly after grad­
uating from high school in Valencia, 
where his family still resides. 
Despite his listing as a junior, his 
anticipated graduation date was this 
quarter.
Suicide
con tinued  from  pag<e 1
lent among students attending some 
elite schools in the United States, 
England and Japan.”
These findings should alert Cal 
Poly faculty and staff primarily 
because it is considered an elite 
school.
C-al Poly has been named the best 
regional university in the West by 
C^irnegie Communications and 
boasts top-ranking departments, 
such as architecture and engineer­
ing.
“Many college students feel 
chronically depressed, worthless and 
rejected by their families, and they 
struggle to gam some measure of 
acceptance and worth through acad­
emic achievement or athletic suc­
cess,” according to the study. 
“Academic drudgery m the service 
of winning parental love perpetuates 
these students’ connections with 
their parents, even as it threatens 
these connections by edging the stu­
dent closer to graduating into an 
autonomous life.”
Lipschitz notes that college stu­
dents who commit suicide show dif­
ferent personality traits than non- 
students.
“Most young adults who commit 
suicide havx- impulsive, high risk-tak­
ing personalities, and the abuse of 
drugs and alcohol is frequent in this 
gniup,” he said. “C'ollege suicides, by 
contrast, are largely depressed, quiet, 
scKially isolated young people who do 
not abuse alcohol or drugs, and who 
draw little attention to themselves.”
The foundation suggests schools 
prepare plans in case a suicide does 
occur on campus. It advises offering 
outreach to student survivors and 
managing the information pttivided 
to the press and public to prevent 
more suicides in response to the 
'news'....................
Subleasing
continued fro m  page 1
money and pay while not living in 
the rental.
Psychology freshman Sean 
Krezanoski is offering people inter­
ested in subletting his room a dis­
counted rate in order to “get an 
edge” on his competition.
“1 am going to pay the difference 
in price,” Krezanoski said. “1 
thought it would get more people 
interested in my place if I lowered 
the price.”
Psychology sophomore Rachel 
Dillon is doing the same.
“1 dropped money off of the 
rent,” Dillon said. “I’m going to be 
paying some of it — and the elec­
tric bill — because 1 don’t know if 
there are going to be a lot of peo­
ple needing housing this summer.”
Other students have a more pos­
itive outlook on the issue of sum­
mer subleasing.
“1 don’t think (the lack of sum­
mer school offered) is playing a big
Poet
continued fro m  page 1
atmosphere of respect,” said Katrina 
Delacruz, student programs coordi­
nator for the Multicultural Center. 
“It has also inspired a lot of people 
to begin writing.”
Delacruz said, “Another Type of 
Groove” has been very successful, 
routinely attracting a diverse group 
of between 1(K) and 150 people 
from throughout the community. It 
regularly becomes a venue for the 
discussion of controversial subjects 
that “challenge the norm.”
The “Another Type of Groove” 
poetry slam series normally takes 
place on the first Thursday of every 
month. The series will conclude
with a final slam on May 21 and 
will feature many nationally known 
artists.
During her visit to Cal Poly, 
Giovanni will also speak to faculty 
and staff over breakfast as à part of 
“Provocative Perspectives,” a year­
long lecture series intended to pro­
vide different points of view on 
issues of diversity on campus.
“Nikki Giovanni is nothing if 
not provocative, and she will be a 
great capstone to our series this 
year,” Vice President of Student 
Affairs Cornel Morton said in a 
press release. “She is an outstanding 
poet and a stimulating and engag­
ing speaker. We are indeed fortu­
nate to have her visit our campus.”
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factor on me finding a person to 
sublet,” animal science senior 
Catherine Mi said. “A lot of people 
have looked at my place but most 
of them want to share a room and 
this is way too small.”
1 )illon has also had students 
express interest in her summer sub 
let.
“A girl was interested but she 
could only live there for two 
months and I neyd someone to 
sublease for three,” Dillon said.
Depending on the location, 
price and size of various rentals 
around town, some students may 
have more luck than others. 
Ciettmg competitive and offering 
discounts on the rental price, pay­
ing utilities or offering other perks 
may help students who want to 
sublet get the property off their 
hands, but some students find that, 
despite their concessions, there is 
simply more supply than demand.
“I really don’t know what I’m 
doing — I’m not too optimistic,” 
Krezanoski said.
Court limits parental 
rights in blood case
Brendan Riley
ASSOCIATED PRESS
CARSON CITY, Nev. — 
Parents’ rights in raising their chil­
dren, along with their religious 
beliefs, must give way to the state’s 
interests when a child needs a blood 
transfusion to stav alive, the Nevada 
Supreme Court held luesday.
The precedent-setting decision 
went against Jason and Rebecca 
Soto, who are Jehov'ah’s Witnesses 
and wouldn’t allow a transfusion for 
a premature son born in June 2001 
at Valley Hospital in Las Vegas. The 
hospital gave the transfusion anyway.
The baby, a twin, suffered from 
anemia because his brother got 
more blood volume before birth. 
Stillborn and weighing just 2 
pounds, 11 ounces, he was revived at 
birth but remained critically ill. His 
brother weighed 4 pounds, 13 
ounces.
After the transfusion, a Clark 
County district judge named the 
hospital as a temporary guardian to 
ensure such medical care could con­
tinue. The Sotos then appealed to 
the Supreme Court.
In a unanimous opinion, the high
court said the child “did not need 
protection from his parents; instead, 
he needed someone to implement a 
course of necessary medical inter­
vention that Jason and Rebecca 
were unable to approve because ot 
their religious convictions.”
“While a parent has a fundamen­
tal liberty interest in the care, cus- i 
tody and management of his child, 
that interest is not absolute,” justices 
wrote. “The state also has an interest 
in the welfare of children and may 
limit parental authority, even per- 
manendy depriving parents of their 
children.”
Since the infant was unable to 
make decisions for himself, “the 
state’s interest is heightened,” the  ^
court said. “Jason and Rebecca’s lib- t 
erty interest in practicing their reli­
gion must also give way to the 
child’s welfare.”
“Additionally, the state has an 
interest in protecting the ethical 
integrity of the medical profession, 
and in allowing hospitals the full 
opportunity to care for patients 
under their control, especially when 
medical science is available to save 
that patient’s life.”
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ASI Student Goiemment - Wish You U6re Here
*Blke With Bakerwill tale place April 22 at 11a.m. Bring your 
bike or just youiself and celebrate Eaith Day with President 
Warren Baler. Enjoy a free BBQ and a picture with the president.
* After Mardi Gras Pian...
Student Government is currentiy coliaborating with various 
neighborhood associations b improve community reiations 
between Cal R>ly and San Luis Obispo residents.
*CSU Board of Trudees member Katl^ Kaiser and Statewide 
Academic Senate Chair Bob Cherny wiil visit the ASI Sudent 
Government office April 29 from 10-10:45 a.m. Come meet them 
and discuss Student issues. Refreshments will be sored.
*ASI Student Government meetings are open te the public.
Please come and give us pur input.
ASI Board of Dlrectos meets April 14 at 5 p.m. In UU 220  
UUAB meets April 20 at 4 p.m. In UU126
asi.calpoly.edu/goremment
STUDENT GOVERNMENT «ée
N A T T O N A L / I N T E R N A T I O N
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State Briefs
SACRAMENTO — California’s prison system, 
already under fire for hundreds o f  millions o f dol­
lars in annual overspending, also does a poor job in 
contracting for expensive outside medical care, a
state audit said Tuesday.
Most contracts are .iwardetl without competitive bids; the 
Department ot Clorrections employs “flawed negotiating 
practices;” and some contracts don’t include information the 
department needs to get promised discounts, auditors found.
Other contracts violate the department’s own policies by 
exceeding standard rates, the department spends beyond 
what the contract allows or prisons ignore guidelines 
intended to contain costs.
• • •
SAN FRANCISCO — A small company’s bid to 
greatly expand its genetically engineered rice oper­
ation has brought the international debate over 
biotechnology home to California farmers, who
largely have avoided the issue in recent years.
Ventria Ihoscience of Sacramento is pushing hard to 
gam government approvals to expand its planting of rice 
engineered with human DNA to produce medicine in 
time for this year’s growing season, which is getting under­
way in a matter of weeks.
• • •
LOS ANGELES — A child’s ability to heal from 
cuts, burns or infections could be slowed by exposure 
to secondhand tobacco smoke, a new study shows.
The study by researchers at the University of California. 
Riverside suggests that parents who smoke around their 
children could cause a range of health-related issues for 
youngsters.
• • •
LOS ANGELES — The nation’s first retail-style 
hydrogen vehicle fueling station will serve city and 
airport vehicles at Los Angeles International Airport.
Airport commissioners on Monday approved the hydrogen 
station at the airport’s west end. It could also serve vehicles 
from other public and private .igencies, according to a report.
The hydrogen station will be a Joint project involving 
the Danbury, Conn.-based chemical company Praxair, 
Mritish Petroleum, the South Coast Air Quality 
Management District and the US. Department of Energy.
— Assocutcd Press
WASHINGTON — The hair, saliva and sweat o f  
federal workers could be tested for drug use under a 
government policy proposed Tuesday that could set 
screening standards for millions of private employers.
The proposal will expand the methods to detect drug use 
among I.() million federal workers beyond urine samples. It 
is being implemented with an eye toward the private sector, 
however, because it would signal the government’s approval 
for such testing, which many companies are awaiting before 
adopting their own screening programs.
• • •
NEW YORK — The author o f a letter that con­
tributed to the mistrial in the Tyco case told police he 
thought a mistrial already had been declared when he 
wrote it, a police official told The Associated Press on Tuesday.
The signed letter expressed anger at juror Ruth Jordan for 
appearing to favor the acquittal of two executives charged 
with looting Tyco International. The juror also received a 
phone call, perceived as intimidating, that police believe was 
from someone other than the letter writer.
The communications prompted justice Michael Obus to 
declare a mistrial Friday in the six-month case after 11 days 
of deliberations, citing outside influences on the jury.
•  •  •
WASHINGTON — American Civil Liberties 
Union’s officials declined to comment in advance o f  
their planned announcement Tuesday that they would 
file a class-action lawsuit challenging the list o f  trav­
elers that the government has barred from flying 
because they’re considered a threat.
The civil rights group is representing seven plaintiffs. 
Airlines are instructed to stop anyone on the “no fly” list 
that IS compiled by the Transportation Security 
Administration. The ACLU contends, though, that some 
people are wrongfully put on the list.
• • •
WASHINGTON — Higher spending for Medicare 
does not necessarily translate into better care, says a 
study that found patients got less effective treatment in states 
that spent more on medical specialists.
Dartmouth College researchers studied how often doc­
tors caring for Medicare patients used high-quality, low-cost 
treatments proven effective for most people.
— Associated Press
World Brief
VILNIUS, Lithuania — Lawmakers narrowly 
ousted Lithuania’s scandal-ridden president Tuesday
for abuse of office, ending the Baltic state’s worst politic.il 
crisis since it gained independence from Moscow.
The ouster of IVesident Rolandas I’aksas m a secret bal­
lot came less than three weeks before the country joins the 
European Union on May I.
• • •
AMMAN, Jordan — Eight al Qaeda-linked mili­
tants were convicted and sentenced to death Tuesday
in the murder of a US. aid employee in 2n(»2,but six of them
— including a Jordanian terror chief— remain at large.
The slaying of Laurence Foley in 2002 stunned Jordan,
a close US. ally and peace partner with Israel. A subsequent 
police crackdown exposed a terrorist cell that had alleged­
ly planned Foley’s assassination as the first of several attacks 
inside the Arab country.
A US. Embassy issued a statement thanking Jordanian 
authorities for “bringing those responsible for Larry’s mur­
der to justice” after the 10-month trial.
• • •
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — Ousted President 
Jean-B ertrand  A ristide’s in te rio r m inister was 
arrested Tuesday on suspicion of orchestrating the 
killings of several people viewed as Aristide opponents, 
officials said.
The arrest of Jocelerme Brivert — the highest ranking 
official to be detained since Aristide’s departure on Feb. 20
— comes amid complaints from former government lead­
ers and members of Aristide’s political party that Haiti’s 
interim leaders are targeting them.
• • •
NAJAF, Iraq — Coalition forces fought on two 
fronts Tuesday, battling a Shiite-inspired uprising in 
southern Iraq and Sunni insurgents in the violent city 
o f Fallujah in clashes that have killed 20 American 
troops and at least 100 Iraqis since the weekend.
Backers of fiery anti-American Shiite Muslim cleric 
Muqtada al-Sadr attacked coalition forces in three cities — 
Italians in Nasiriyah, Britons in Amarah and Ukrainians in 
Kut — after a weekend of fighting that was especially 
intense in the poor Shiite neighborhood of Sadr City in 
Baghdad.
— Associated l*ress
Another Fee Increase?
Why you should consider V O t i P l Q  H O  
on the AS I Athletic Scholarship Fee increase
■  Students have  had insufficient time to make an in fo rm e d  
d e c is io n -th e  fee re fe rendum  was not even  a n n o u n c e d  until 
dead week last quarter.
■  T h e  U n ive rs i ty  has not told students h o w  much they pay 
a lready to su p p o rt  athletics-in  addition to the $4.15 ASI fee, 
there is also $46.20 for athletics from  the Instructionally 
Related Activities Fee that w e pay each quarter.
■  As student fees rise, the burden  of paying  for education 
shifts from the state to the students. It is the C SU 's  mission 
to p ro v ide  a quality  and affordable  education to California's 
students.
■  H igher fees limit access to education for unde rpr iv i leg e d  
g ro u ps .  As fees creep skyw ard ,  we can on ly  expect less 
d ivers ity  at Cal Poly.
^rt inx^ite  ^tc
A H  a n c i e n t  ^ j n r i t u ß X  
tQQÎ p n  AH<(
Ajfril 7 -  Ajfril f
Infrmt vftkt Arts Center
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Sponsored by University Christian Community/Lutheran Campus Ministry 
Newman Catholic Community
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Kits claim to help 
choose baby’s sex
COtlC'ACiC  ^ (AO) — Boy or girl? 
Now you can pick the sex t)t your 
hahy in the privacy of your own 
home. Or so the Internet sellers of 
sex-selection kits would have you 
believe.
The latest fad in bahyniakini>: 
offers guaranteed, worry-free gender 
selection for gist SI Oh plus shipping. 
Some experts call it “snake oil.”
But that hasn't stopped entrepre­
neurs from trying to capitalize on 
demand anumg some prospective 
parents.
The phenomenon first gained 
attention when some U.S. fertility 
clinics began ottering gender selec­
tion tor non-medical reasons 
through costly, often invasive med­
ical procedures.
Bur It's been taken to a different 
level by purvevors ot unproven 
home-use products, who are milking 
the increasing awareness about more 
legitimate sex selection methods and 
hoping to dr.iw some of the same 
potential customers, said University 
of Beniisylvania bioethicist Arthur 
(fiplan.
The only two medical procedures 
that experts say are legitimate — a 
method reiiuiring in vitro fertiliz.i- 
lion and the experimental MicroSiirt 
sperm-sorting techiiK|ue — h.ive 
raised ethical concerns about design­
er b.ibies .ind gender bi.is.
\  I .iirfax.V.i.. I. lime tlut offers the 
S2..VI1I .Mii ioSort t< chiiK|U'' recent 
I\ r.in n.ition.il news]\ipcr .ids seek
ing to recruit patients with the 
headline, “1 )o you want to choose 
the gender of your next baby?”
But home-use products that guar­
antee results with things like douches, 
vit.imins and do-it-yourself artificial 
insemination kits pose different ethical 
problems because “they're pmmisiiig 
things they can't deliver,” (Kaplan said.
“1 here absolutely is an audience 
of people who are interested in” 
gender selection, said Kichard 
Rawlins, a professor of obstetrics and 
gynecology research at Rush 
University Medical CTmter in 
Cdiicago. "The old standby is 'caveat 
einptor — buyer beware.’”
One home-use product is the 
(îenSelect system, featuring boy and 
girl kits offered over the Internet .it 
apiece plus shipping. It is touted 
as being '■ft) percent efk-ctive il'prop- 
erl\’ used. CienSelect patents were 
approved earlier this year, said Dr. 
Scott Sweazy, a Stnith C?aroIina urol­
ogist who helped create the system.
The kits include a thermometer 
to help predict ovulation, special 
douches and “gender specific” min­
eral and herbal pills.
Sweazy saii.1 thousands of kits have 
been sold worldwide since the Web 
site started three years ago. and that 
buMiiess has tripled in the past year. 
He said he did not h.ive information 
on how many babies of the desiresl 
geiuler have been born with 
( 'ii'ii'select. .ind a spokcNiiian said 
N.ili N fuiuiv’' ,iie > oiifulenti.il.
Study: Frequent sex 
doesn’t increase 
prostate cancer risk
c 1 IK ,\( i( ) ' AIM t Dntrarx to 
some rese.ir«. h. frequent sexual .ictix- 
ity does not iiu rease the risk ot 
developing prostate caiuer and 
might even reduce the danger, a 
Studs of nearly .^o.uod nien found.
Some prcMous studies h.i'o sug 
gested th.it men who ha\e frequent 
ej.K iil.itions w hether through sex 
or masturb.ition might be more 
prone t»' prosi.ite c.mcer. ( fne theo 
i\ is th.it lots ot sex exposes men to 
s.iri Ills germs .md viruses th.it 
soinehow lead to prostate e.nicer.
file l.itest stiuly should be “re.is 
suring to those meti who in.iy be 
more acttxe th.iti others," saiil I )r.
1 >iir.ido Brooks, prostate c.mcer 
direi tor for the Americ.in U.nicer 
Society.
The study involverl 2'f,.^42 health 
piotession.ils .iges 4t> tt> SI who were 
.isked .ibout their ejacul.itions in 
their 2tls. 4(ls and during the previ­
ous ye.ir. I'f'fl. During about eight 
ve.irs of follow-up. 1.44'f men devel­
oped prostate cancer.
On .iverage, the men overall had 
finir to seven ejaculations a month. 
No increased risk of prostate cancer 
was sieti in men who reported more 
frei.]uent ejaculations, and there 
ippe.ired to be a decreased risk in 
■ leii with the highest reported levels.
I'he two highest .ictivity levels — 
 ^ to 2d ejaculations a month and ,it 
|i .ist 21 a month were linked 
ith decreased cancer risks of I f 
•rcent ami 33 percent respectively. 
One theory is that frequent ejac­
ulations help flush xnit cancer-caus-
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mg chemicals or reduce the ilevel- 
opmeiit ot call ificatioiis th.it have 
been linked w ith prostate cancer.
But rel.itivelv few men in the 
study reported heax\ sexual .ictivity, 
St) more research is needed to estab­
lish whether there is. in faet, a link. 
Slid Dr. Michael 1 eitzm.mn. ,i 
researcher .it the N.itional (Mincer 
Institute who led the study.
“It's tt)o e.irU tt) suggest that men 
should change their sexu.il habits to 
•liter their prostate cam ei risk." he 
s.lld.
I he stikK .ippe.irs in tod.ix 's 
Iourn.il of the Amerii in Metlical 
,\ssoci.ition.
The theori/evl connection 
between frequent sexual .ictivitv .iml 
prost.ite c.mcer is not entireK tar 
fetched: High lewis of the ni.ile hor­
mone testosterone can c.iiise a strong 
sex drive and can .ilso fuel the 
grow th of cancer l ells.
I he study involveil mostly w hite 
men. l.eit/m.inn s.iid it is unclear 
whether similar results would be 
found in bl.icks, who h.ive much 
higher prost.ite cancer risks than 
whites. But he said the biological 
mechanisms that might explain the 
results probably do not differ by 
nice.
Prost.ite c.incei is the second most 
common c.im er in men, after skin 
cancer. One in every six men will 
develop It. I he American CMim er 
Society estimates that this veai. 
23<>.‘fO(t new t .ises will be diagnoseil 
and that about 2'Vf<tlt men will die 
from prostate cancer.* . * m m
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G u e s t  c o m m e n t a r y
Women shouldn’t  Hom osexuality not a choice
be held to  higher 
legal standards
[ ^ C o m m e n t a r y
The fight for women’s reproductive rights has been a perpetual 
struggle, but now society is bending a new twist in it: Can women 
who don’t engage in prenatal care or don’t agree with doctor’s 
orders during labor be tried for murder if their babies don’t sur­
vive?
Let me make one thing clear before going any further. 
Pregnancy is not to be taken lightly. If a woman is deciding to take 
a pregnancy to full term, she should abide by health decisions like 
not drinking, not smoking, not doing drugs, getting health exams 
regularly and taking care of herself and her unborn child. It is a 
moral obligation to start thinking about her child first, and that 
starts when the baby is in the womb.
However, the fact that refusing a Caesarean-section during labor 
can lead to a murder trial, as in the case of Melissa Ann Rowland, 
raises an equality issue: Is society prepared to raise the legal stan­
dard for women more than men?
Rowland is being prosecuted on murder charges in Utah for 
refusing a recommended C-section by doctors. One of her twins 
was stillborn, the other lived.
For many people this raises the question of whether or not a 
fetus is considered a person, the basis of the abortion debate. For 
argument’s sake, let’s assume that a baby in labor is considered a liv­
ing person.
The idea that a woman could be accused of murder over the 
stillbirth of her baby demands that women give their bodies to 
their unborn children, regardless of the consequences to her own 
health.
There are no laws that require parents to donate organs or bone 
marrow if their child needs it to live, even though most would 
hope that the parent would love their children enough to do so. 
But as a free and equal society, could we really require parents to 
endanger their own lives for the sake of their children? Can we 
require women to undergo a painful and sometimes dangerous pro­
cedure such as a C-section?
“Imagine a law that said that some sector of the population — 
defined by race, gender or national origin — must undergo a par­
ticular surgical procedure, involving all of the risks and painful 
after-effects of surgery and anesthesia. Such a law would be objec­
tionable and obviously unconstitutional no matter how helpful to 
others, including children of the targeted group,” said columnist 
Sherry Colb in a CNN article “Crying murder when C-section 
refused.”
Enforcing a law that would make women more legally responsi­
ble for the birth of their children would segregate a particular pop­
ulation — women — to carry a burden that the rest of the popu­
lation could avoid. Would that truly be equality?
According to news reports on the Rowland case, Rowland was 
not responsible with her prenatal care before giving birth. The sur­
viving twin had cocaine in her system, and the doctors feel that her 
son could have lived if she would have taken the doctor’s suggest­
ed advice before and during labor.
In Rowland’s particular case (mental illness, previous children in 
foster homes, drug abuse) she shouldn’t be allowed to keep her 
children, and she should have been conscientious enough to use 
birth control. But, the isolated issue is that she refused a C-section. 
Prosecutors are using the theory that she didn’t want to have the 
scar the surgery could leave, but the defense is arguing that she was 
afraid of the surgery, especially being mentally ill and being told 
that she will be “cut from the breastbone to the pubic bone.”
It’s everyone’s individual decision on what should happen to 
Rowland, but in the larger picture we must decide what is best for 
women in society and whether they should be held to a higher 
legal standard than men. To segregate women and put this burden 
single-handedly on them is unconstitutional and absurd.
Jane Doe awoke this morning 
and had an epiphany.
Deciding to abandon the main­
stream and define herself as a 
unique individual, she grabbed her 
Abercrombie clothes and threw 
them out the window. Jane then 
trashed her flip-flops and slipped 
into a pair of Birkenstock sandals. 
She dashed out the door, filled 
with newfound glee and screamed 
to the world, “Dammit, I’m gay!”
Yeah right.
Contrary to the beliefs of many 
in this nation and even at Cal Poly, 
gays and lesbians do not choose to 
be homosexual. Their sexual ori­
entation is by no means a way of 
proclaiming their independence in 
society.
Gays and lesbians do not decide 
who they are attracted to, but 
rather are born with natural 
attractions. Maybe you are natural­
ly fascinated by the opposite gen­
der. But for gays and lesbians, it is 
natural for them to be attracted to 
those of the same sex.
Knowing that intolerance and 
hostility await homosexuals on the 
other side of the closet door, no 
human would choose to subject 
him or herself to such mistreat­
ment.
“Prejudice, discrimination,
hatred and abuse ... may make 
'your day, but 1 find them just as 
tiring as the claim that sexual ori­
entation is a choice,” said Cris 
Elkins, a gay Virginian in the “Free 
Lance Star.”
In a recent study by “Business 
Review,” 27 percent of surveyed 
homosexuals reported being ver­
bally harassed in the last five years 
because of their sexual orienta-
People argue that marriage 
among homosexuals is a “special 
right” they do not deserve.
Marriage is in no way a “special 
right,” nor is it a privilege — it is 
a right that every citizen in this 
country deserves. To deny certain 
people their rights based on some­
thing that is out of their control is 
as unreasonable as denying people
t 1 n
Furthermore, 8 
percent were 
fired, and 12 
percent were 
denied a pro­
motion.
Such blatant 
m is tre a tm e n t 
does not start | 
in the work-
K now irig  tha t intolerance and  hos­
tility  aw ait hom osexuals on the  
other side o f  the closet door, no 
hum an  w ould  choose to subject h im  
or herself to such m istrea tm ent.
place, but forms in the hallways of their rights based on skin color or
American schools.
In an issue of “Journal of 
Pediatrics,” more than one-third of 
all gay, lesbian and bisexual 
teenagers surveyed reported 
attempting suicide in the past year. 
And let’s not forget the heinous 
murders o f gay students like 
Matthew Shepard and Eddie 
“Gwen” Araujo that have taken 
place in this country.
If homosexuality is natural, no 
senseless beatings or murders will 
make gays and lesbians suddenly 
turn straight.
L e t t e r s  t o  t h e  E d i t o r
Ashley Wolf is a journalism junior and a Mustang Daily staff writer.
Worldview and the 
laws of logic
Discussions between Christians 
and non-Christians essentially deal 
with conflicting worldviews, or as 
Dr. Greg Bahnsen describes, “net­
works of presuppositions in terms 
of which all experience is inter­
preted and reason is guided.” 
Atheists who so boldly cling to 
their senses and the scientific 
method continue to ignore funda­
mental flaws in their worldviews. 
Immediately, they assume a natu­
rally uniform world, yet at the 
same time they wish to character­
ize the universe as an “empire of 
chance.”
Their worldview suffers further 
criticism when we consider their 
illegitimate knowledge and use of 
logic. The laws o f logic are 
immutable and universal. 
Rejecting such an assertion leads 
to a system of relativistic prefer­
ences. Additionally, as Bahnsen 
states, “an individual’s unaided rea­
son is in no position to dictate 
(prescriptively) universal laws of 
thought or to assure us that these 
stipulations for the mind will 
somehow prove applicable to the
sex.
If gays and lesbians wish to 
marry, let it be — they have just as 
much of a right to do so as your 
parents. If two gay men wed in San 
Francisco, it will not directly affect 
your life today.
Take the higher ground and be 
accepting of the world around 
you. It will be there no matter 
what your biases don’t allow you 
to accept.
Emily Rancer, Emily Kiefer and Amy 
Asman are journalism freshmen.
world of thought or matter out­
side the individual’s mind.” 
Autonomous reasoning cannot 
provide an adequate or cogent 
account of the knowledge gained 
through science and logic.
Even more damning, the laws of 
logic are not physical objects in 
the natural world and therefore 
cannot be observed by sensory 
perception. How are atheists to 
make sense of these immaterial 
laws?
Andy Dollahite is a teaching creden­
tial candidate.
Room for humor and 
political discussion
I’d like to think John Holbus 
was intentionally being ironic in 
his column about MTV’s inter­
view with Sen. John Kerry 
(“MTV prompts a voting test,” 
April 6), but I’ve been subjected to 
too many of his past columns to 
give that notion much considera­
tion.
In his column, Holbus laments 
the lack of political knowledge 
among American youth and scoffs
at the frivolous questions they 
posed to Kerry such as, “Have you 
ever Googled yourself?”
Much to my surprise, I agreed 
with Mr. Holbus on these points 
and expected him to explain why 
casting an informed vote in this 
election — where so many vital 
issues hang in the balance — will 
be incredibly important. Instead, 
he quoted some rap lyrics, made 
some drug jokes and took some 
time to attack liberals.
Was there a single piece of use­
ful political jnform ation/com - 
mentary/argument in the entire 
column? No. Was his entire piece 
just as vacuous as MTV’s inter­
view? Yes.
While MTV’s pandering to the 
lowest common denominator is 
inevitable, I keep hoping that 
someday Holbus’ Polytics will 
actually contain some redeeming 
political discussion. Remember 
Holbus, humor and substance 
don’t necessarily have to be mutu­
ally exclusive. Even your boy Jon 
Stewart has serious discussions 
with political figures on occasion. 
Perhaps you should take notes.
Ben Blue is a history senior.
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L e t t e r s  t o  t h e  E d i t o r
Another 'sharkey’ for MEXA won’t tolerate 
students to kill racial insults
Around this time last year I con­
tributed a letter warning of the 
evils of the great white shark. For 
those who read that particular 
piece, know this: My disgust for the 
vile creature remains steadfast. But 
after watching a particularly dis­
turbing movie this weekend, 1 felt 
compelled to write in and warn the 
readership of a new threat — the 
great white zombie shark.
The undead have mocked soci­
etal conventions for far too long, 
and it s only a matter of time before 
they set their cold, dead sights on 
the bounteous feast we call the 
Pacific Ocean.Though we all know 
zombies prefer the human flesh, 
what putrid, reanimated corpse 
could resist the cartilage-y hide of 
the great white? One bite and the 
already evil great white will 
become one of the evil dead.
The great white loves to bite 
stuff. Shoot, with three rows of 
razor sharp teeth, biting is what the 
great white does for a living. 
Couple this with the innate zombie 
yearning for “braaainns,” and the 
human race could be facing an epi­
demic. Atmosphere, the great 
divider that has always shielded us 
from the great whites wrath, will 
no longer afford us any protection 
as the undead certainly don’t have a 
need for precious, live-giving oxy­
gen. Soon there’ll be great whites 
awkwardly flopping up onto shore 
heading for Main Street, USA.
If I could wax philosophical ... 
they’ll be looking to crack heads 
and take brains.
So watch out and protect your­
selves because they’re coming.
Kill zombie sharkey!
Christopher Schmidt is a political sci­
ence graduate.
If a derogatory comment is 
directed toward a specific group of 
people, like the situation that 
occurred toward Movimiento 
Estudiantil Xicano de Aztlan on 
Dec. 5, 2003, MEXA feels obligat­
ed to take some type of direct 
action.
Whether or not it is right to file 
a police report is debatable, but to 
simply ignore the situation is not an 
option. MEXA is an organization 
that strives to maintain social 
equality. If we adhere to such com­
ments in the future, they will con­
tinue to exist for years to come. By 
voicing our concerns, we hope to 
remove one more person’s igno­
rance about race relations on cam­
pus. This campus will continue to 
tolerate racially insulting remarks if 
people are forced to keep quiet.
MEXA will not keep quiet.
Moreover, MEXA does not feel 
that filing a police report is consid­
ered, “crying to Mommy’’ as David 
Davenport stated (“MEXA should 
learn how to accept ignorance’’ 
April 2), but rather a result of Cal 
Poly’s judicial structure, which in 
itself is not necessarily a bad thing. 
In addition to Davenport’s con­
cern, there are many other events 
printed in the Mustang Daily’s 
Crime Roundup that are not 
worth mentioning. Obviously 
Davenport has strong opinions on 
such issues, such as what degree of 
incidents should be reported. 
MEXA understands Davenport’s 
viewpoint and invites him to dis­
cuss solutions to this problem at 
our general meeting at 5 p.m. on 
Wednesdays in building 14, room 
249.
Alicia Garcia is an architectural engi­
neering senior and representative of 
MEXA.
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Next president must 
find a fuel solution
C o m m e n t a r y
As students return to campus for 
the start of spring quarter, record- 
breaking gasoline prices are squeez­
ing their pocketbooks. (As if out- 
landishly high textbook prices and 
Gov. Schwarzenegger’s fee hikes 
weren’t burden enough on students’ 
limited finances.)
Gas prices, which have risen to a 
record national average of $1.80, 
have also sparked fierce rhetoric 
from President Bush and Sen. John 
Kerry. Unfortunately, for the 
American consumer, the accusations 
and lofty promises both candidates 
have made regarding the gas issue 
are mosdy hollow.
Bush’s major energy proposals
promote the development of hydro­
gen fuel cell technology.
Unfortunately, many of Kerry’s 
proposals are also full of hot air. One 
of his big ideas is to apply more 
diplomatic pressure to the 
Organization of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries to discourage 
them from tampering with supplies 
to keep oil prices artificially high. 
While the president of the United 
States is in an incredibly powerful 
position, OPEC member states have 
shown that they are able to resist 
high levels of pressure.
Another one of Kerry’s proposals 
is to tap the Strategic Petroleum 
Reserves to help decrease prices. 
Former Vice President A1 Gore sup­
ported a similar plan during his
The harwful side effects o f  drilling oil wells and  
building pipelines through thousands o f  acres o f  
the nation's most pristine wilderness fa r  outweigh 
the small am ount o f  oil that could be extracted.
lack a serious approach to dealing 
with our country’s dependence on 
foreign oil. His biggest policy initia­
tive, which would open up the 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge for 
oil drilling, would somewhat 
increase the amount of domestically 
produced oil. But this quantity 
would be small compared to the 
mammoth amount of oil the United 
States consumes. Additionally, it 
would provide a limited supply 
because only 3 percent of the 
world’s oil reserves lie in the United 
States, while 65 percent are in the 
Middle East. In the end, the harmful 
side effects of drilling oil wells and 
building pipelines through thou­
sands of acres of the nation’s most 
pristine wilderness far outweigh the 
small amount of oil that could be 
extracted.
The best way to reduce our 
dependence on foreign oil, without 
drastically decreasing our energy 
consumption, would be to pursue a 
dual policy of significandy increas­
ing energy efficiency and alternative 
fuel sources. Bush, however, has 
avoided both these ideas. His one 
proposal is a small-scale program to
2000 campaign. However, this kind 
of action would only have a limited 
effect on gas prices for a very small 
period of time. Additionally, the 
Strategic Petroleum Reserves were 
only meant to be used during emer­
gencies like the oil embargoes of the 
1970s, not for dealing with price 
spikes like the current one.
At full capacity, the reserves 
would only generate about 60 days 
worth of oil if all imports were sud­
denly cut off. Most importandy, this 
kind of action only encourages the 
political procrastination that has 
been taking place when it comes to 
dealing with national energy issues. 
Releasing oil from the reserves 
would not get to the toot of the 
problem with the United States’ 
energy usage.
One of Kerry’s proposals that 
does offer some hope is a plan to 
simplify the myriad of regional, state 
and local regulations relating to the 
production of gasoline. These regu­
lations have created dozens of mar­
ket “islands” across the country, 
where gasoline must be produced in 
a certain way according to a certain
formula. In other words, gasoline is 
not standardized.
These regulations create artificial 
barriers separating the oil markets 
and serve as trade barriers that block 
the free flow of refined gasoline.
One of the biggest examples of 
these market islands is our very own 
state of California, where prices hit 
as high as $2.69 per gallon over the 
weekend in places like San Diego, 
compared to a national average of 
$1.82 per gallon and as low as $1.43 
in places like Lake Wylie, S.C. If all 
these different rules could be simpli­
fied to reduce the number of market 
islands, refineries would be subject­
ed to increased competition, which 
would help to balance prices across 
the nation.
Reducing the number of isolated 
markets would also limit the effect 
of shortages on gas prices. For 
example, if a refinery in California 
were to be shut down by a fire or for 
repairs, stations could import gas 
from refineries outside the state, pre­
venting shortages and price increas­
es.
But while this is a good mid­
term solution that could help stabi­
lize prices, it wouldn’t reduce our 
dependency on foreign oil.
Ultimately, that is what the next 
president must focus on. Hopefully, 
both candidates will embrace ener­
gy efficiency and alternative fuel 
sources.
Until then, individual citizens can 
do some good by buying fuel-effi­
cient cars and using alternative 
modes of transportation like motor 
scooters, bicycles and public trans­
portation. But I somehow doubt 
most Americans can get over their 
fascination with gas-guzzlers unless 
the federal government inspires 
them with some sort of carrot (or 
stick).
For now, we can hope prices will 
go down. But for the long haul, the 
United States must come to grips 
with the reality that the world’s oil 
pumps will eventually run dry. It’s 
not too soon to prepare for that day.
Mike Bitondo is a writer for the Daily 
Bruin at the University of California, 
Los Angeles.
Mustang Daily needs a color cartoonist.
The othnion section needs a splash o f color. If you 
can reliaoly eontribute a weekly color cartoon, bn n e  
a sample with your name, phone number and e-iiiail 
address to Laura in nlde. 2o. room 22(c ««««««
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New M u sic
N.E.R.D. breaks mold with 7 0 s flavor
Band follows up rap-infused debut with experimental, 
traditional rock-based “Fly or Die”
Steve Hill
MUSTANG DAILY
PhaiTcll Williams, it seems, is ever>'- 
where. Jay-Z videos. Snoop Dogg 
videos. His own videos. 1 think 1 even 
saw him in a Heineken ad recently.
What this all btnls down to is that 
Williams is a busy man. Not too busy, 
though, to release the second album 
from N.E.R.D., his side project that 
completely deviates from the work of 
his day job a s  half of the super-pro­
ducing duo The Neptunes.
Along with his Neptunes team­
mate Chad Hugtx with added help 
from Shae Haley, Willi,ims cmons his 
way along a 1970s-stvle ride with 
N.E.R.lVs “Fly or Die,” the follow­
up to 2(H)2s critically-acclaimed but 
slow-selling “In Search O f ...” Packing 
less hip-hop bombast and more classic 
Rxk flair than its predecessor, the 
musical elements on “Fly Or Die” 
show a maturation beyond its lyrics 
(which include opuses about 
“Backseat Love” and lines like “Her 
ass is a spaceship 1 want to ride”) and 
Pharrell C'o.’s respect for musical 
lineage.
Kicking off with the repetitive yet 
puzzlingly catchy “Don’t Worry 
About It,” it is clear that “Fly or Die” 
IS not going to rehash N.E.R.D.’s past. 
Instead of the heavy bounce of older 
favorites like “Lapdance” and “Brain,” 
the band has ditched backing band 
Spymob and picked up its own 
instruments, with results like the title 
tuck. With a slight guitar crunch and 
three-chord progression, “Fly or Die” 
properly demonstrates the band’s evo­
lution from rap stalwarts to a full- 
tledged rock band, as Williams’ lyrics 
capture the plight of the inner-city
kid — not in the cheesy, “I’m in my 
late 2()s, but I’m still singing about 
childhood” manner, but one that illus­
trates the experience of being a child 
in a rough home.
Surprisingly, Williams has a knack 
for putting on someone else’s shoes 
and singing their stciries with clarity 
and ease. “Jump” finds the frontman 
telling the story of a runaway sick of 
being in a dysfunctional home. A 
guest spot from Joel and Benji 
Madden (cif (iood Charlotte fame) 
proves awkward on the surface, but by 
the second chorus adds the necessary 
extra voice to Williams’ story.
First single “She Wants to Move” 
was a smart choice to promote the 
album; it is, by far, the most infectious 
and driving track on the record, with 
a perfect blend of tribal drums, minor 
guitar solos, piano interludes and 
Haley’s energetic inteijections of 
“She’s sexy!” This seems 
to be the directicTn that 
N.E.R.D. would be 
most apt to follow, given 
the need to sell records 
and captivate an increas­
ingly fickle audience.
But following this 
format for the rest of the 
album is exactly what 
the band doesn’t do, giv­
ing a symbolic “f—  
you” to the industry that 
has been so kind to its 
Top 40 production hits.
In fact, the next track,
“Breakout,” has a dis­
tinct Sly and the Family 
Stone dance-vibe to it 
— not exactly some- N.E.R.D. 
thing you’ll hear on “p|y or Die”
MTV. Its tempo shifts Virgin Records, 2004
and bouncing bass make it one of the 
standout tracks on the record.
•Much of the rest of “Fly or Die” 
follows in this vein, with old school 
rhythms blending seamlessly with the 
new flavor inherent in any Neptunes 
project. But what most defines this 
album is its variety and the band’s 
ability to push the envelope of its 
genre. Without sounding blasphe­
mous, there are many elements on this 
album that put it next to the Beatles’ 
“Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club 
Band;” true, it is not pure genius like 
the Fab Four’s, but the experimental 
elements abound on tracks like “Drill 
Sergeant” and “Maybe” mark a fear­
lessness that the Beatles similarly pos­
sessed.
So, while it may not go down in 
history, N.E.R.D.’s “Fly or Die” is a 
defining album. It isn’t pop, and it isn’t 
rock. It is just in-between, breaking 
barriers. Sounds like something from 
the Neptunes.
Tantric still bleeds flannel, love grunge on new effort
Jim Ballew
UNIVERSITY WIRE
SAN DIECiO — Some bands just 
refuse to make the leap out of the 
1990s.
Undisputedly, the early 1990s 
were a very fruitful time for rock in 
the United States. But some bands 
just won’t take the hint to break out 
of their flannel, as they continue to 
rehash grunge (or “adult alternative” 
as corporate radio would say) with­
out much deviation into — oh, I 
don’t know — the present.
Tatitric*s new album, **After VVc Go,** 
isn*t the second coniinc> o f Alice in 
Chains, hut it certainly tries to be, fo r  
better or for worse.
Tantric’s new album, “After We 
Co,” isn’t the second coming of 
Alice in Chains, but it certainly tries 
to be, for better or for worse. The 
patented Layne Staley/Jerry Cantrell
vocal harmonies are seemingly 
ripped from recording sessions past 
and pasted on top of the 12 tracks 
that make up Tantric’s third release. 
But the timing is off and the mys­
tique of making grunge music has 
gone the way of Ricky Martin.
This isn’t to say there aren’t some 
good things going on with “After 
We Go” — there just isn’t anything 
that hasn’t been rifTed to death by 20 
other pi>st-grunge it>ck bands in the 
past 10 years. The guitar delay effects 
get tedious, leading near-identical 
openings on a few songs and floating 
through a couple more 
bridges, adding nothing 
to the album other than 
more nostalgic tedium. 
Tantric would be better 
off exploring their own 
musical talents, rather 
than attempting to 
revive a genre that has 
been ridden harder than Britney 
Spears’ backup dancers.
Tantric’s gift for rhythm is obvi­
ous, particularly on “Falling Away” 
and “Change the World.”The open­
ing track, “Chasing After,” shows a 
great sense of harmony and an 
advanced understanding of song 
structures, but their melodic leanings 
are unfortunately overshadowed by 
Hugo Ferreira’s best Layne Staley 
impression — which rarely changes 
tone from song to song. The 
“Chamber of Lost Souls” vocal har­
mony, a technique that has been 
used by nearly every band since 
Alice in Chains to signify darkness 
and depravity, is once again in full 
force here. Tantric might as well put 
out a rerecording of “Jar of Flies,” 
ending any debate about what it is 
they are trying (unsuccessfully) to do 
with “After We Go.”
The best song on the album is a 
cover of Fleetwood Mac’s “The 
Chain.”Tantric’s dark harmonies and 
strong rhythm section actually do 
justice to this classic, though it still 
doesn’t stack up to the original.Todd 
Whitener’s classic guitar solo to close 
out the song hints at what could 
have been on the rest of the album, 
and is the. acme of the album’s cre­
ative aspirations.
KCPR 91.3 FM
Usher lacks identity, needs 
friends on ‘Confessions’
Paul Thompson
DAILY COLLEGIAN (PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY)
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. — Lil 
Jon, you genius. I don’t know how 
you do it. But, with two fingers on a 
synth and that yelling thing you’re so 
famous for, you can make even Usher 
sound good.
Not even Usher can do that any­
more.
Usher is a fine singer, a fancy 
dancer and always seems like a nice 
guy when I see him interviewed. 
Since I’m not usually in the business 
of buying Usher records, all I’ve ever 
heard the man do were his singles, all 
of which have been great. You know 
what I’m saying. “U Don’t Have to 
Ciill?” Classic.
So I like Usher. And I love “Yeah!” 
It’s the kind of totally unstylish, 
shrink-wrapped R&B I know better 
than to get into, but man, you play 
that song, and the party is on. 
Ludacris absolutely kills his verse, Lil 
Jon continues to further Dave 
Chappelle’s career and Usher ... well. 
Usher is the singer on that song. It 
could be anylxTdy.
And that’s the thing about Usher. 
Back when he wanted to leave the 
one he was with and start a new rela­
tionship with me, I thought, hey, I 
could do worse. And when I remind­
ed him of a girl that he once knew 
(which, he reassured me, was why he 
just couldn’t get with me), I was sur­
prisingly c(H)l with it. But on “Yeah!,” 
just as he is throughout his new 
album, “Confes,sions,” I hear some- 
bcxly singing, but I don’t hear Usher 
coming through. It could, like I said.
be anybody.
The Just Blaze-produced standtHit 
“Throwback” is just that, with Usher 
on a serious Freddie Jackson trip 
throughout the whole track. 1 don’t 
even care what Usher’s saying on the 
other highlight, “Take Your Hand.” 
All I can hear is the beat.
There are 17 songs on 
“Confessions,” and only three of 
them are good. Their success is 
entirely in the production.You’ve got 
it bad. Usher. I don’t mean that in a 
nice way.
Sure, there’s a lot of stuff that may 
or may not be about Usher’s recent 
breakup with Chilli (of the late, not- 
so-greatTLC) on “Confessions.” And 
hey, 1 watch “Celebrities 
Uncensored,” I love hearing dirt 
about famous people. But his deliv­
ery is so flat, and the details so non­
specific, that after ,f(K) balhids in a 
row, not even voyeurism keeps me 
interested. God, Usher, how many 
ballads do you really need?
Unless Usher is really confessing 
how low he is on ideas,* 
“C'onfessions” needs a new title.
Usher’s too nice to be a scumbag 
like R. Kelly (the influence of whose 
terrible “Cdiocolate Factory'” is all 
over “Confessions”), but he’s too 
deep in the game to make a pop 
recoal like the similarly boyish Mr. 
Timberlake. He’s just lost in some 
sort of sloppy R& B purgatory, show­
ing himself only long enough to cut 
a great single every couple years, 
dance around in a Twix commercial 
and then leave. Let’s just hope when 
he comes back next time, he’s actu.!!- 
ly got something worth confessing.
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A R T S  &  C U L T U R E
Two separate proposals
/. Increase Health Services Fee 
2. Increase ASI Fee supporting 
student athlete scholarships
have been approved fo r a student referendum  on
A p ril 14th and 15th
The following Open Forums have been scheduled where students can 
ask questions and learn more about these two important proposals
I--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
I Wednesday April 7,3:00-4:00 p.m. 
Thursday April 8, 3:30-4:30 p.m. 
Monday April 12, 1:00-2:00 p.m.
Location: U U  220
Additional Information including an Objective Statement & Financial 
Analysis, Pro and Con Statements, sample ballot and polling times and 
locations is now available on the web, by clicking on the link located on 
Cal Poly's home page (www.calpoly.edu).
Think You Can 
Do Belter?
We dare you to try.
M U S T A N G  D A IL Y  Ls looking 
for a new Editor-in-Chief for the 
2004^2005 school year.
Here's the deal:
• You must have two quarters of Mastang Daily experience
• Submit a ewer letter, resume, proposal and clips m 
Andra Giberly by April lOdi
MUSTANG DAILY
OfTice: B ldg. 26 R m  226 
Phone: 756. 1796
Any questions? w Would like to see sam|:^ e pniptisals?
Gmtact Andra: 756.1796
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Muse finds voice, 
growth via ‘Absolution’
Brian Duff
THE LANTERN (OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY)
COLUMBUS, Ohio — 
“Absolution,” tiio third album by 
Muse — a Bntisli three-piece — 
has the band finding its voice and 
style in a perfectly paced, well-writ- 
ten anthology of an atmosplierie 
struggle with reality.
The prowess of vocalist Michael 
Bellamy on keyboards makes him 
among the most dynamic front men 
in alternative mnsie, even though 
his vocal stylings are often reminis­
cent of Thom Yorke of Kadiohead.
This album quickly moves near 
the top of the “hest-of-the-year” 
lists, but it isn’t perfect. The jnxta-
position ot hist and slow tracks in 
“Absolution” lends an niieven qual­
ity that upsets the teiinons halaiu^ 
created in the better songs, and the 
songwriting treads a dangerous line 
between gorgeously earnest and 
curiously ove rw ro n gli t.
However, these complaints fall by 
the wayside in the face of the gen­
erally excellent music available on 
the album.
The single “Time is Knnning 
O ut” is full of cool keyboards and is 
ready for rock radio — although 
perhaps not vice-versa. The 
macabre piece titled “Apocalypse 
Please” is gorgeous and haunting, 
and “Falling Away With Yon” is lithe 
and sweet.
Second A nnual
ENVIRONMENTAL
CAREER
SYMPOSIUM
&  RÉCEPTION 
Tuesday, April 13,2004
P a n e l :  4 :15  - 5 : 4 5 p m  P h i l l i p s  Hall  (PAC-Km 124) 
R e c e p t i o n :  5 :45  • 7 : I 5 p m  F i s h e r  S c i e n c e  (K m .  2 8 5 )  
A panel of guest speakers will be speaking about how 
they prepared to work in their current field, what their 
work entails, and how  they feel their career impacts 
the environment on a daily basis
FREE Climbing every Tuesday!
Spring Quarter unlimited climbing pass on sale for $20
Is your club looking for a fun recruitment activity*  ^
Group booking rates are available for all Cal Poly Clubs.
Every Wednesday night is Women’s climbing Night
Learn to climb in a safe environment. 5-7 p.m.
Free instruction from Cal Poly's expert climbers.
For more information about the 
climbing wall contact 756-5388.
FYht utapvS
ASI will be every 
student's connection
to the ultimate ¡n n  tr> 
college exportence UNION
REALLY
W A N N A  DRESS FOR LESSU
□ o a d iu i l l
15 Higuera, SLO * Open Daily
designer fashions • name brands 
funk to formal * casual to cowboy
shoes
accessories
furniture
radios gooduiill
housewares
appliances
mattresses
tv's
Got a party? Need a costume? 
Goodtime costumes at 
Goodwill prices
880 Industrial W ay • SLO • 543-0997  
at the Goodwill O utlet store
/ ü ^ r ^ ^ ^ U L T U R E
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Santa Cruz band no longer Expendable to San Luis Obispo crowds
Rachel M usquiz
MUSTANG DAILY
l^cggae. I'uiik IkoL'k. Ska. 
('alitornia Suit'.
NuMther the aiidienee i u t v  The 
I'xpeiuiables tlieinselves eaii 
pigeonhole their style. .As a baiuhoiit 
of Santa Cauz. The Expendables 
have eased their way into the local 
scene in San Luis Obispo. T he band 
performs Lhursday during UU 
1 lour.
Followers of T he Expendables 
have compared the band to 
Sublime, although not for a similar 
sti'le. The band revels in a post-
said. 1 le noted a variety of musical 
intluences that play into the band's 
writing, including Hob Marley, Steel 
Eulse and Iron Maiden.
1 he Expendables started out .is ,i 
few high school teens playing 
together at parties and performing 
cover songs. The members would 
joke around with each other that 
they were all expendable and could 
easily be replaced with better musi­
cians — hence the name.
After a couple vears, the band 
developed creatively as a group and 
began writing their own songs. The 
current lineup of Adam Eatterson 
(drums, vocals), (ieolTWeers (guitar, 
vocals), Kyan DeMars 
(bass) and liianchi 
have been playing 
together for the past 
four years, w'ith each 
member bringing his 
individual style to the 
mix.
The band started 
playing for 
still proclaims the
Sublime era, where anything goes in same ambition, 
music. “Were just trying to make a liv-
“We felt it was OK to play differ- ing by making music,” Patterson 
ent sty’les and not fit into one said. “We’re doing what we love to 
genre,” lead guitarist Raul Bianchi do. We’re not trying to make it
¿4
IVc'rc Just trying to make a 
hy makiu^i music. We're doiuc> 
what u>e loir to do. We're not 
tryiui^ to make it liu^e.
-ADAM PATTERSON
The E.xpendables drummer
99
huge.”
The Expendables 
are not signed with a 
record Libel now, but 
they are wiirking on 
creating an indepen­
dent label in associa­
tion with Santa CTiiz 
Surf Shop. The label,
SC'S Records, will 
boast the Expendables 
and other Santa (Tiiz 
bands.
Elaying in their 
hometown of Santa 
O uz at venues such 
.IS the CTitalyst (capac­
ity: 1,()()()), the band 
often garners sold-out 
shows as its fan base 
continues to grow'.
But traveling helps 
build this base even 
further.
The Expendables 
play regularly in San 
Diego, Los Angeles, San Francisco 
and now perform monthly in San 
Luis Obispo.
“San Luis Obispo is our second- 
favorite place to perform,” Patterson 
said. “We have lots of friends and 
fans here. It’s always a good crowd.”
i
Mi
COURTESY PHOTO
Geoff W eers and the rest of The Expendables play UU Hour Thursday.
The band recently returned from 
a multi-state tour with Eek-a- 
Mouse, which included stops in 
Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, 
Montana, Utah, Washington and 
Oregon.
Since the tour wrapped, the band
has played fewer shows in order to . 
focus on writing and recording its 
third album, which will be released 
in July. In addition to Thursday’s 
UU Hour show. The Expendables 
will play an all-ages show April 14 at 
SLO Brewing Co. at 8:30 p.m.
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Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 5-Across handle
5 Sharp weapon, 
siangily
9 Rope fiber
14 Mozart 
composition
15 Animal with a 
scut
16 Shiraz native
17 Start of a 
message on a 
Lincoln Center 
T-shirt
19 Honor, in 
academe
20 See 13-Down
21 Wedding 
reception ritual
23 Clan emblems
24 T-men, eg .
25 Cathedral city
28 Great balls of 
fire
29 “The Immoralist" 
author
processing
command
5 2 ___Lama
54 Babar’s queen
55 Spiral-horned 
antelope
57 End of the 
message
59 Tubular pasta
60 Jam-pack
T 1 L
A Ò U
H E M
1 0 E
T 1 N
1 N S
64
30 Liberate
31 Walked over
33 Butchers’ 
offerings
35 Message, part 2 63
39 Doings of 
Hercules
40 Table section
41 Cross to bear
42 Mother of Horus
44 1938 Physics 
Nobetist
49 Sword 
conqueror
50 Aware of
51 Word
61 Morlocks’ 
victims in “The 
Time Machine"
Fragrant oil ■*
Does some 
tailoring
Can blemish
ANSW ER TO  PREVIOUS PUZZLE
U y Q Q Q D a O Q Q O a i i  
O Q D Q Q  U S B
Q Q O D Q C IB Q  
Q Q Q C IQ  □ □ □  
Q a a Q O B Q B c a a a  q b q  
Q Q Q Q B  Q a a U Q  B Q B  
□ Q  B D B D Q  QS T M U
DOWN
1 Things to kick
2 “Am too!” 
rejoinder
3 Cinco de Mayo 
event
4 Tear to shreds
5 Round at a bar, 
maybe
6 Keep
7 Tick off
8 Discharged, as 
gases
9 Eliot’s Marner
10 S.&L. offerings
11 Sweet wine
12 What’s more
13 With 20-Across, 
receive a 
posthumous 
honor
18 Cage-wheel 
runner
22 One-named 
singer
24 Opera that 
inspired the 
T-shirt slogan
26 Popular jeans
27 Sycophant’s 
word
29 Statehouse 
V.I.P.
Pro
1 c 3 4 t i:
1-1
' ' 1 n
20 ^H29
|16
fI9
|3T
W
144
Pu22l* by N«ncy S. Rom
32 Soprano in T h e  
Barber of 
Seville’
34 Stymie
35 What a groom • 
may groom
36 Plentiful
37 John___
Passes
38 Realtor's abbr.
46 47 48
53 _ Karenina” 
54 Secretive sort
39 Prune 
43 Zigzag, e.g.
45 Smoothed out
46 F ix, as a pump
47 Women's prison 55 Rater of m.p.g 
figure
48 Looky there!” S6 Court cry
50 Grayer, maybe
51 Appears to be 58 Bonanza find
Mustang
D A IIV
C l a s s i f i e d  A d v e r t i s i n g
It's l( )I sflliiu;. it's lor ( liil)s
It's l(n .m \th in g
( ihissificiU <ii(“ killer!
----------------------------  Call 7:)()-i 1 1:^----------------------------
■Bz9 b b 5o
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For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554,
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years; t-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions; Today's puzzle and more than 2.000 
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year). 
Share tips; nyfimes.com/puzzfeforum. Crosswords for young 
solvers; nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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Okafor
continued from  page 12
son played while he sat in their living 
room.
“It took me a couple of minutes to 
figure out,” C'alhoun said.“They were 
competing in a game where they’re 
naming streets, from all over the 
world, 1 think, and then spelling 
them, rapid-fire. Mis father is just like 
him.”
“C>ompetitive,” teammate Rashad 
Anderson said, finishing the thought. 
“Other than me. Emeka is the most 
competitive guy I've ever known.
The one thing 1 do better than him is 
shoot .3-pointers and we’ve spent 
hours after practice going back and 
forth until he wins at least one.
“I’ve met his dad, too,” Anderson 
added, “and I’m prett\' sure that's 
where he got most of it.”
Whatever the source, the rest t>f 
the college basketball world never 
quite found a way to cope. CTkafor 
began drawing attention in the mid­
dle of last season, becoming faster and 
stronger as the games marched on, 
and by tournament time, he was 
arguably the most dominant force in 
the sport.
Golf
continued from  page 12
good place to find some answers.
No one has ever played the Masters 
on a course this long and this firm. 
While the fast fairways should negate 
some of the length, the greens will 
accept only the best shots.
It doesn’t necessarily favor the 
longest hitters or the sharpest short 
games, but simply the best players.
“A guy that feels good about his 
game this week, he’s got a good 
chance to win,” Els said. “It’s pretty 
open.”
Woods already noticed some severe 
differences.
He could reach the par-5 second 
hole with a good drive and a 3-wood 
the last few years. During a practice 
round Monday, he got there with a 6- 
iron.
What really gt)t his attention was 
the precision requia*d this week.
Playing the third hole on Tuesday, 
Woods watched Mark O ’Meara hit a 
slight draw and watched the ball run
through the green. He appmached it 
with a soft fade that landed in about 
the same place, only Woods' ball 
stayed on the green.
“If you don’t hit the prtiper shot 
this week, you’re really gtiing to pay 
the price,” Woods said. “The landing 
areas are that much smaller now. It’s 
going to become more apparent who 
is really hitting the ball as the week 
goes on, because you can’t get away 
with having a bad ball-striking day.”
Then again. Woods can’t get away 
with a bad day at anything, especially 
with the competition nipping at his 
heels.
Phil Mickelson, leading the PCiA 
Tour money list for the first time in 
SIX years, won the Bob Hope C'lassic 
and has finished in the top 10 in all 
but one event.
Vijay Singh is closing in on the No. 
1 ranking. Els has already won twice 
this year.
Adam Scott, the guy who swings 
like Woods, is coming off a victory in 
The Players Cdiampionship and is 
suddenly a'garded as golf’s next sur.
CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
Make up to $65/hr. from home 
in your spare time. Visit 
www.ezmoneyforstuclents.com
Summer camp jobs 
SF East Bay
Horses, swimming, adventure, 
and more. Contact us: 
jobs@roughing it.com
HELP WANTED
Port San Luis Harbor is hiring 
iifeguards for Avila Beach. 
High school grad with current 
First Aid and CPR. Obtain apps 
at Harbor Office, Pier Three, 
Avila Beach. Close date 
4/8/04, For more info 
call 595-5425
Work in the Sierras this summer! 
Jameson Ranch Camp seeks 
mature students to work as 
counselors at our self-sufficient 
children’s camp. Need positive 
role models who have at least one 
teachable skill, ie: horseback 
riding, lifeguards, mountain bikes, 
etc. Rm, Bd, plus $2800/sum- 
mer salary. Call 661-536-8888  
for application or email 
theJamesons@ 
jamesonranchcamp.com
SUMMER CAMPS
www.daycampjobs.com
Day camps seek summer staff 
residing in the San Fernando or 
Conejo Valleys $2800+ 
888-784-CAMP 
www.workatcamp.com
FUN - SUMMER
viAvw.daycampjobs.com
Summer Sports Camp Counselors 
Near Stanford, $72-$90/day 
www.DecathlonSportsClub.com
MODELING JOBS
State & Nation Wide Auditions. 
Promo, Catalog. Print, Trade 
Shows & Runway 
Position Available.
No experience required, 
good opportunity for exposure, 
EARN UP TO $300/DAY 
Contract Jobs also Available. 
Call 1-800-818-7520
Teach piano!
Can you sight read piano music, 
master new songs quickly? 
Unusually talented 8 yr. old 
w/autism working on Rondo & 
Andrew Weber songs. He’s 
learning to sing. If you have 
voice training, great!
No teaching exp. req.
Linda 481-1511, 904-9300 
Locat: AG
HELP WANTED
Hardworking customer service 
professionals wanted for high 
volume mail order company. 
Position involves stringing racquets 
and taking phone orders. Benefits 
and advancement opp.’s available. 
Rexible hours and full training. 
Apply at: Tennis Warehouse 
747 Buckley Rd., SLO
Models needed for 2005 
swimsuit calendar. Call local 
propeller mft. Piranha Props for 
more info at 781-3848
Summer Jobs at the beach! 
Cannon Beach Christian 
Conference Center www.cbcc.net 
To apply call 800-745-1546
CMRG is actively looking for 
research candidates who have 
sprained an ankle. Please call 
805-549-7570 within 48 hours of 
injury for more information about 
this research study of an 
investigational medication. If 
eligible, you will be reimbursed for 
your time and effort.
GREEK NEWS
AOII presents Mr. Fraternity 
Wed, April 7th @  the Grad!
Tix on sale 5th-7th in UU or @  
the Grad!!
ANNOUNCEMENTS
GET YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN 
THE DAILY NOW!!
Considering Abortion??
Let’s Talk.
Maureen 805-238-7472
Graduate in style at 
San Luis Bay Inn 
See www.sanluisbayinn.com 
Studio unit for rent June 6-17, 
sleeps 4 (2/bed, 2/sofabed), full 
kitchen, BBQ, pool, spa-Avila 
beachfront $1500 for 12 days 
415-999-4534
Need an extra $36,000 a year?
Vending route for sale 
50 high traffic locations. Cost 
$5,000. 1800-568-1392 or 
www.vendingthatworks.com
Cash paid for CDs, DVDs, Video 
games, LPs and more 
Cheap Thrills & Recycled 
Records 712 Marsh Street. 
San Luis Obispo
RENTAL HOUSING
Attention: students who want to 
gain skills to get hired!
The STC (Society for Tech Comm) 
is meeting tomorrow, Thursday 
April 8 ,1 1 -1 2  in 22-218 
All majors welcome!
FREE PIZZA!
Place your classified now! Sell 
your books, make an 
announcement, whatever! Reach 
the entire campus and 
downtown! Call Christ! at 756- 
1143 or submit one online at 
www.mu8tangdaily.net
Large private room and bath, mini 
kitchen, nice area, Los Oso^ 
528-6199
3 bdrm., 1.5 bath, 2 car garage, 
new appliances. $1600/month 
234-3370
HOMES FOR SALE
Free list of all houses arid 
condos for sale'in SLO call 
Nelson Real Estate 
546-1990 or email 
steve@slohomes.com
LOST AND FOUND
Lost cell phone, silver and grey ver­
izon wireless flip phone, model LG- 
VX400. Contact James Vance at 
swabbiejones@hotmail.com 
Huge Reward if found, just huge, 
bigger than your weekly allowance. 
Please cal 555-9101
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Unquestioned leader
Softball’s Sparrey having standout season at 
the plate after making the switch from second 
base to shortstop
Amy Kocot
M U S TA N G  DAILY
Senior Roni Sparrey turns heads and drops jaws
with gam e-w inning
t.
' maneuvers as starting 
shortstop for the Cal Poly 
wom en’s softball team. 
Sparrey started playing 
softball when she was just 12 
years old and spent her high 
school days in Vallejo 
playing the sport she 
grew to love and excel 
in. As an inspiring 
player for the squad, 
she said she is proud 
of the way the team 
is growing as a 
whole.
“The season 
has been going 
pretty well,” 
Sparrey said. 
“ It is a 
young team, 
but we are 
really step­
ping it up.” 
Sophom ore 
o u tf ie ld e r  
T e r e s a  
M il le r
COURTESY PHOTO
SPORTS INFORMATION
Roni Sparrey Is 
hitting .396.
agrees that the young team has been maturing, 
thanks especially to Sparrey’s outstanding leader­
ship.
“We have been doing well and improving 
throughout the season,” Miller said. “ I would say 
Roni is a silent leader. She leads the team more 
through her actions on the field and by showing
to
¿4
. . .R o n i  is a s ilen t  
leader. S h e  leads the team  
more through her actions.^ ^
TERESA MILLER
Mustang outfielder
up
practices.” 
Spa r r ey  
played sec­
ond base 
last year 
but has 
moved to 
s h o r t s t o p
this season. She said she is improving each year, 
which she credits mostly to assistant coach Ali 
Viola.
Her hard work has definitely paid off this year. 
She is hitting .396, more than .100 points higher 
than the next-best Mustang. In further statistical 
dominance, she also leads the team in runs scored, 
hits, doubles, triples, home runs, slugging, walks, 
on-base percentage and stolen bases.
“We have a lot o f new players on the field, and 
our pitching has been good,” Sparrey said. “We 
have been putting the ball in play, but we were not 
getting hits in. Now with Ali helping us out, we 
are in good shape.”
This will be Sparrey’s last season as a Mustang. 
She said her love for the sport will always stay 
with her and after graduation she will continue to 
be involved with the sport.
She said she plans to go into coaching after next 
fall; she is currently looking for schools that have 
open positions.
The recent 5-game losing streak has not 
brought the team’s spirit down, and Sparrey and 
her teammates agree that they have high hopes 
and determination for their next game.
Okafor: The ideal 
student-athlete
Jim LItke
ASSOCIATED PRESS
SAN ANTONIO — The par­
ents knew little about basketball and 
cared even less.
Pius Okafor took his 8-year- 
old son, Emeka, to his first rec 
league game in Bartlesville, Okla., 
mostly because other kids played, 
too. Besides, he thought the fast­
growing boy needed to burn 
some energy.
Although Pius struggled to fol­
low the action at times, by the third 
game even he sensed his son had a 
gift. But he didn’t leave war-ravaged 
Nigeria behind and work night and 
day in his new homeland just to 
raise a basketball player. Pius and his 
wife, Celestina, had much grander 
plans.
“I made him understand acade­
mics went first,” she said.“He would 
go to school, come home, take a 
nap, go play and study again. ...We 
had rules.”
Thirteen years later, Emeka 
Okafor is the best player in college 
basketball, an academic All- 
American, and after Monday night, 
a national champion to boot. He 
will graduate from Connecticut 
with a 3.8 grade-point average and 
a degree in finance in just three 
years. Then he will take his brains 
and brawn to the NBA and become 
an instant millionaire.
“I don’t think it’s hit me yet,” 
Okafor said. “When’s practice 
tomorrow?”’
As confetti swirled and the cele­
bration of UConn’s title continued
■Vi
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UCONN
Emeka Okafor
on every side of him, coach Jim 
Calhoun looked back to where 
Okafor stood in a gaggle of his 
t e a m m a t e s ,  
waiting for his 
chance to cut 
down a strand 
of the net.
“He’s an 
advertisement 
for why every 
kid should go 
to college,” 
Calhoun said.
The story of 
how Okafor 
wound up at a 
p o w e r h o u s e  
like UConn has more to do with 
luck than basketball prowess. At the 
end of his four years at Bellaire 
High in Houston, Emeka was still a 
better student than athlete.
His top college choices were aca­
demic powerhouses like Stanford, 
Vanderbilt and Rice, but none of 
them had a scholarship to offer. Like 
a lot of coaches. Bob Knight 
thought enough of Okafor’s poten­
tial to make a side trip to Houston 
the day after he got the Texas Tech 
job. Calhoun saw the same qualities 
and started recruiting the kid hard, 
but their first meeting didn’t go 
smoothly.
The coach’s heavy New England 
accent was tough for Okafor to 
decipher, and he had trouble fol­
lowing the fast-talking Irishman’s 
pitch. Calhoun, meanwhile, was 
puzzled by a game the father and
see Okafor, page 11
ON THE FAIRWAY
Bertoni wins tHte; 
women iast at CSUN
M USTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT
Travis Bertoni won his second 
individual title of the season at the 
Bite/Pacific Coast Intercollegiate, 
shooting a three-round total of 
213 at La Purisima Golf Course.
The men finished in a tie for 
seventh place after a final-round 
295, a vast improvement over the 
team’s opening rounds of 303 and 
306.
He entered the day two strokes 
behind Cal State N orthridge’s 
Pete Sisich, but the Matador fal­
tered to a 76 on Tuesday.
Zach King was the second-best 
Mustang after tying for 45th with 
a 230 total. Mike McCaig finished 
59th after shooting 233. Brycen 
Wagner shot 237 to finish in 74th 
place, while Darin Blair finished 
79th with a 239 total.
UC Davis, who will enter the
Big West in 2005-06, won the 
individual title.
Cal Poly lowered its team score 
by three strokes Tuesday, but still 
finished last in the Matador Spring 
Invitational hosted by Cal State 
Northridge at Simi Hills Golf 
Course.
The Mustangs finished the 36- 
hole tournament with a 643 total. 
Santa Clara won the team title 
with a 610 total.
Rebecca Norris finished 11th 
with a 157 total. Mustang team­
mate Jessica Huss finished 17th 
with a 162, while Staci King and 
Gina Drago finished tied for 18th 
place at 164.
Holly Lampert finished in 21st 
place with a 165 total after shoot­
ing an 84.
Masters: Woods handles expectations
Doug Perguson
ASSOCIATED PRESS
AUGUSTA, Ga. — One green 
jacket and Tiger Woods already was 
being compared to Jack Nicklaus.
Four straight majors, and the 
comparisons climbed even higher — 
to himself
The lofty standard facing the No.
1 player in gplf was never more clear 
when Woods arrived at Augusta ^  
National. He is the betting 
favorite to win the Masters for the 
fourth time, and yet there is a feel­
ing this major has never been so 
ripe with contenders.
He has won eight majors — 
none of his peers have more than 
three — but Woods is facing sharp 
scrutiny because he has gone the 
last six majors without winning.
“It’s different for me versus any 
other player,” Woods said Tuesday. 
“Some other player has a bad week, 
misses the cut, it’s no big deal, he slips 
through the radar. Whereas, if I shoot 
one bad round, it’s a litde different.”
But this is no surprise.
“It’s the only thing I’ve ever 
known since I’ve been out here,” 
Woods said. “I was compared to 
Nicklaus when I first came out here, 
and now I’m being compared to 
what I did in 2(KX), 1999 and 2(K)1.” 
It was during that time that Woods 
made history just about every time 
he played. He won nine times and $9 
million in 2000, the centerpiece of a 
stretch when he won five out of six
not quite easy to 
trust your swing i f  your 
mechanics are not quite 
sound. 5 9
-TIGER W OODS
W orld’s No. 1 golfer
majors.
Expectations have taken on a new 
meaning.
“The people out there, spectators, 
if they don’t see Tiger in the top five 
making a chai^  on Sunday after­
noon, there’s something wrong with 
him,” Ernie Els said.
But even Woods concedes that his 
swing is not the same as it was in 
2(XX), and there are inconsistencies in 
his game that he is trying to solve.
One week he drove the ball to all 
corners of the golf course and was 
spared by good iron play. The next 
week he found the fairways, but 
could never get it close to the hole.
He hits the ball great on the prac­
tice range but there are moments of 
doubt on the first tee.
“It’s not easy to trast your swing 
if your mechanics are not quite 
sound,” Woods said. “That’s one of 
the thing?; that I’ve been trying to 
work on, trying to get my funda­
mentals of my golf swing more 
sound so I can go out there and 
don’t have to think anything except 
for the shot I want to hit.”
That has led to questions about 
the state of his game, his split with 
swing coach Butch Harmon and the 
pursuit of Nicklaus’ 18 majors that 
no longer looks as easy as it tlid two 
years ago.
Augusta National should be a
see Golf, page 11
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M Golf (7th place) ® BIte/PacIfic Intercollegiate
Travis Bertoni -  won individual title (213, -3)
W Golf (4th place) @ CSUN Spring Invitational
Rebecca Norris -  11th place (157, +15)
M Track & Field (2nd place) vs. Cal-Nev Meet
Cal Poly -  five first-place finishes
W Track & Field (4th place) vs. CaFNev Meet
Cal Poly -  three first-place finishes
M Tennis (2) vs. Pacific (5)
Nick Tracy. Travis Crawford -  won matches
s( ' i  II I n II
W Tennis vs. UC Riverside
thurs., aprii 8 ,1  p.m.
Baseball ® UC Rivefside
thurs.-sat., aprii 8-10
Softball vs. UC Riverside
thurs.-sat., aprii 8-10
W Tennis vs. Long Beach State
thurs.. aprii 8 .1 :30 p.m.
Track & Field ® Jackie Joyner Invitational
sun., aprii 11,1  p.m.
I\>ll .1 % 's (.) Ill’ S l i O II
Prior to Monday, when was the last time the Detroit 
Tigers were over .500’’
Y e tte rd a yV  answer
Zachary Lelevierjosepu
isee Congratulations to 
Brett G. Habar!
Sports editor Sean Martin i be reached at 756-1796 or 
mustangdaiiysports@yaluH).coni
